In 1952, in an article titled “The American Action Painters” that appeared in the December issue of Art News,
Harold Rosenberg famously wrote:

At a certain moment the canvas began to appear to one American
painter after another as an arena in which to act — rather than as a
space in which to reproduce, re-design, analyze or “express” an
object, actual or imagined. What was to go on the canvas was not a
picture but an event.
The painter no longer approached his easel with an image in his
mind; he went up to it with material in his hand to do something to
that other piece of material in front of him. The image would be the
result of this encounter.
Rosenberg was attempting to sum up what the painters Jackson Pollock, Willem de Kooning, Philip Gust on, and
others had in common. Although his view was largely discounted, since it emphasized the artist rather the object,
I was reminded of it while looking at Marco Breuer’s exhibition of photographs and related objects in his current
exhibition, Silent Speed, at Yossi Milo (September 8 – October 29, 2016).

Breuer has been making abstract photographs since the early 1990s. However, in contrast to Aaron Siskind,
whose black-and-white photographs of walls were linked to the gestural paintings of the Abstract Expressionists,
particularly those of his friend Franz Kline, Breuer works with sheets of chromogenic paper, which, as the label
for “Untitled (C-1773)” (2016) informs us, has been “exposed/embossed/scraped.” Ordinarily when it comes to
photographs, we tend to look at the image and ignore the surface. With the work in this exhibition — flowing,
monochromatic shapes surrounded by a white field – I found my attention drifting between surface and image,
becoming aware of the photograph as an object, a thing: a point Breuer has underscored by framing a plastic
sleeve containing three vertical strips.
Conventional photographs might be able to halt time and preserve a particular moment, but Breuer is having no
part of it. His photographs are — as Rosenberg would say — the aftermath of an event. What seems different
from the artist’s earlier work is that the surfaces feel — paradoxically — pristine and carefully excavated. Breuer
has burned, folded, and gouged his surfaces before. This work feels as if he has proceeded differently, as if the
embossing and scraping were employed more delicately. Of course, I have no idea if this is true or not, and I
don’t think it matters much. Even when scratches are visible in the glossy white ground, there is something
implacable about the surfaces of these works.
In a number of photos, an ochre strain (or chemical emulsion) is visible, usually along the edge of the
monochromatic shape. With their undulating edges, the monochromatic shapes come across as liquid, while the
stark figure-ground relationship might bring to mind certain aspects of Ellsworth Kelly’s paintings. And yet, for
all the formal power of these recent works, what I find most striking is the feeling that they are the aftermath of a
prolonged event. It is an event (or process) that remains largely invisible. Nor do you feel that the process was
violent. In one of the vitrines in the back gallery there are two cropped photographs of a man stan ding on one leg
in front of what looks like a painting. That cropped shape is echoed by many of the works on the walls of the
front and back galleries. Which came first?
The cropped shape recurs and changes. In the works in which the shapes are black, I began thinking of the white
shapes as ice floes on a black sea (or oil slick). Is it because we are living in weird times, thinking about the
impending apocalypse, that Breuer’s work stirs up gloomy associations? That it can come across as both the
aftermath of one event and the prophecy of another is just one of its many strengths. Moreover, the scratched
surfaces evoke the artist’s hand, as well as the labor involved. When a row of them is placed close together, you
might be reminded of an action sequence in a film. The liquid shapes underscore the inevitability of change.
These are not static abstractions, and the figure/ground relationships appear to extend beyond the photograph’s
physical edges, reminding me of something de Kooning once said: “content is a slipping glimpse.” I am sure that
I am not the only one who was reminded of Jasper Johns’ dictum: “Take an object / Do something to it / Do

something else to it.” The fact that Breuer’s photographs can stir up such associations is a testament to their
strength; they never lose their identity.
At the same time, the relentlessness of Breuer’s approach raises another question: How much can an object
endure before it is completely destroyed? The different and distinct bodies of work that Breuer has made using
only chromogenic paper hints at his resourceful imagination, his refusal to get stuck in a method, as well as his
embrace of experimentation.

In the back gallery, two vitrines include things that Breuer has found and stored in manila folders — a cardboard
package opened up and flattened out; stencils; plastic sheets containing related images. One work appeared to be
an image of two Alexander Calder mobiles in which the artist has erased/obscured the suspended shapes. There is
playfulness to Breuer’s experimentation. Subtraction is one of the keys to his approach. By taking something
away, he changes what is working — image or surface — into something else. That change suggests that further
change can happen, that nothing is indestructible. In this, Breuer brings us to a state of disquieting consciousness:
we are on the brink of infinity and it will eventually swallow us up. We have no idea of what will be left behind,
our legacy. In the meantime, there is the remarkable pleasure embodied in this unique bod y of work that Breuer
has made in the expanding field known as art.
Silent Speed continues at Yossi Milo (245 Tenth Avenue, Chelsea, Manhattan) through October 29.

http://hyperallergic.com/332187/marco-breuer-silent-speed-yossi-milo-2016/
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For years, Breuer has been scorching, scraping,
and otherwise abrading photosensitive paper until
dense, jittery abstractions emerge. His latest work
is similarly painstaking and process -driven but,
the results are less frantic- more about form, less
about pattern. The images can suggest cartwheeling figures, fat clouds, or aerial views of islands;
they all feature irregular white shapes floating
(or submerged) in fields of blue, black, and burnt
orange. The calm of Breuer’s assured new series
recalls that of Mattise’s cutouts. Through Oct. 29.
(Milo, 245 Tenth Ave., at 24th St. 212-414-0370.)

http://www.newyorker.com/goings-on-about-town/art/marco-breuer-4

Marco Breuer, Silent Speed @Yossi Milo
By Loring Knoblauch / In Galleries / October 18, 2016

JTF (just the facts): A total of 32 color photographic works, framed in white and unmatted, and hung
against white walls in the East and West gallery spaces, as well as the smaller viewing room and jewel
box area. All of the works are chromogenic prints with additional embossing, scraping, and scratching,
made in 2015 and 2016. Physical sizes range from roughly 11×10 to 31×25, and all of the woks are
unique.
The show also includes 2 sets of instant film prints (1 black and white/1 color), 12 works displayed in
manila folders (in vitrines), and a newspaper. The instant prints are sets of 6 black and white and 3 color
prints, made in 2016. Each individual print is sized roughly 4×3. The manila folder works are each sized
12×9 and made in 2016. They contain between 2 and 22 individual pieces, including card stock, vellum,
Xeroxed paper, color slides, woodblock ink works, auction catalogs, unfolded packaging, and other
found ephemera. The newspaper has 16 pages and was printed in 2016. (Installation shots below.)

Comments/Context: Marco Breuer’s process-centric, camera-less photography has always had a
improvisational quality to it, rooted in the deliberate physical engagement between the exposed paper
and his busy hands. In the past decade, while his methods have undergone constant revision, he
has largely limited himself to the precision of elemental geometries, as if he was forcing himself to
innovate inside a set of invisible fixed boundaries. Folds, scrapes, and scratches (made by various tools)
have been generally squared off into rectangles and squares, and hand-crafted incised lines have
primarily stayed straight, often in rigorous rhythmic horizontals and verticals or in bold slashes and
quivering squiggles. Even his turntable circles and burned holes have had a kind of exacting clarity, as if
too many variables might make his artistic problems unsolvable.
One of the hallmarks of Breuer’s career has been his prolific restlessness, where new bodies of work are
explored with depth and care, only to quickly kick off new lines of thinking that run away on
evolutionary aesthetic tangents. This is Breuer’s fifth New York gallery show of new output in 7
years, so it’s clear that his artistic engine is running on overdrive. What’s intriguing here is that this new
body of work finds him experimenting with sinuous gestural forms far more than ever before, almost as if
he has finally loosened some of the self-imposed rules he once considered as givens.
The basis of much of Breuer’s recent work has been the tangible reality of exposed chromogenic paper –
fully exposed, the paper turns black, and then as hopelessly thin emulsion layers are
meticulously subtracted , a range of yellows/oranges and sparkling aquamarine blues can be uncovered,
ultimately, at the “bottom”, revealing the pure white of the underlying paper. In his earliest experiments,
this reductionism was like a form of conscious destruction, where violent interactions led to marks
that carved into the paper, pulling back the curtain on the colors hiding underneath the surface.
Breuer’s new works seem to turn away from this intensity of action, opting for something smoother and
more soothing. Most of the images play with formal contrast, setting up interactions between various
color fields and areas of whiteness that bring figure/ground uncertainty back into Breuer’s vocabulary.
When the white blobs seem to float on expanses of uniform darkness, they recall islands, ice floes,
garden stepping stones, microscopic fragments, or even a tight riff on Georgia O’Keeffe’s stylized
clouds. If the blobs are constructed with flat edges, suddenly they recall maps and tectonic plates, mixing
human-imposed boundaries that seem unnaturally straight with fluid unidentified waterways. And when
the tables reverse and the dark areas come forward, we start to see the criss-cross forms of tumbling
silhouetted bodies, with slippery failing arms waving and wandering though the air.
As a handy newspaper shows us, the idea that we might see traces of a human form in some of these
works isn’t entirely creative extrapolation. In various instant photographs, Breuer seems to jump through
the frame or insert an arm/leg into otherwise abstract settings, creating ghosts and echoes that linger and
interact, bring a gestural sense of movement to his formal experiments. These pictures show Breuer
reintroducing motion into his calculus, and allowing elemental form to reassert its aesthetic authority.
For those interested in trying to unpack the pathways of an artistic mind, the supplementary
artworks/material on view in the two vitrines may be more intriguing than the primary works on the
walls. Housed in simple manila envelopes, each represents the output from a discrete formal exercise.
Breuer unfolds small boxes, looking carefully at the resulting flattened shapes. He uses woodblock ink to

make gestural prints in both white on black and black on white iterations. He cuts black card stock to
create negative spaces, with vellum used to add transparency. And he Xeroxes imagery onto circular
label sheets, removing some of the labels to introduce absence. So just when we thought Breuer was a
photographer, he reminds us that silk-screening, erasing, drawing, and other artistic techniques are all
part of his thinking process, and again and again, we see him experimenting, testing, and trying out ideas
that take shape in alternate endpoints.
Given the formal transitions going on in Breuer’s new works, we may later see this show as an
intermediate step to somewhere more fully realized. By allowing the rigidity of his earlier geometries to
slowly dissolve away, he has discovered some new white space that feels more expressive and open
ended. Even though his process is likely just as step-by-step and smartly formulaic as before, his results
feel less structured, and that almost sculptural sinuousness hints at paths toward further three
dimensionality.
Collector’s POV: The works in this show range in price from $7500 to $24000 based on size. Breuer’s
work has an intermittent secondary market history, with just a few lots changing hands in any given year.
Recent prices have ranged between $1000 and $16000, but this data may not be particularly
representative of the market for Breuer’s best work, given that each piece is unique.

https://collectordaily.com/marco-breuer-silent-speed-yossi-milo/
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LIGHT SHOWS: MARCO BREUER’S PHOTOGRAPHS AT YOSSI MILO GALLERY CHARM AND
CONFOUND
BY Rebecca Robertson 10/28/16

L to R: Marco Breuer, Untitled (C-1813), 2016, embossed/scraped chromogenic paper, 29⅜ x 20⅜ inches; Marco Breuer, Untitled (C-1793), 2016,
exposed/embossed/scraped chromogenic paper, 25¾ x 18 inches.
©MARCO BREUER/COURTESY YOSSI MILO GALLERY, NEW YORK

Marco Breuer has spent his career working out new ways to abuse photos materials. He has burned, scraped, sanded,
and folded light-sensitive paper, marking it with unorthodox tools, including shotguns and record players, as he stakes
out territory between photography, drawing, and printmaking. In this freewheeling show at Yossi Milo, Breuer trades
his recent dark grids for two-tone works featuring wobbly organic shapes and expanses of white, pushing and pulling
negative space to suggest maps or outlines of the human body.
The images, which range in size up to 30 by 24 inches, appear pure and sterile from a distance. But up close the surface
of the abraded chromogenic paper shows signs of human touch and contains clues to Breuer’s actions on it. The palette
of black, orange, teal, and deep blue sometimes suggest sky or water, but is actually the result of variations in the
amount of light each sheet of paper was exposed to before being chemically fixed. Faint scratches on the white sections
trace where Breuer has removed the paper’s top layers. Other surfaces are flecked with tiny irregular impressions, the
result of the embossing process that gives the paper a high gloss. In several, a thin orange ribbon runs like a shadow
along the border between white and black forms, marking where the top of the emulsion was only partially removed.
Also on view are two vitrines filled with small folders, each holding a preliminary sketch or small-scale exercise. Among
these are several series made from the pages of art auction catalogues. In one, Breuer has abraded pages reproducing
Alexander Calder mobiles, removing ink to leave only the sculptures’ supports. In another, a silhouette of Breuer’s own
headless body seems to leap in front of artworks, dividing a page depicting an Egon Schiele nude into four quadrants, a
shape that is echoed in the larger wall-hung works.
Breuer’s own body makes an appearance in a series of Polaroids on view in the gallery and collected in a newsprint
booklet that viewers can take home. In them, a black cloth whips through the air against a white background, creating
fluid, graphic shapes that are frozen by the camera. In a few, we see Breuer’s hand and wrist—one of the many traces of
his body in this ongoing exploration of material and form.
Through October 29
Copyright 2016, Art Media ARTNEWS, llc. 110 Greene Street, 2nd Fl., New York, N.Y. 10012. All rights reserved.
http://www.artnews.com/2016/10/28/light-shows-marco-breuers-silent-speed-show-charms-confounds/

A New Configuration: Marco Breuer in Conversation with
Vanessa Kauffman
By Vanessa Kauffman / September 27, 2016

Marco Breuer’s studio during his 2016 residency at
Headlands Center for the Arts
(artwork © Marco Breuer; photograph by Andria Lo, provided
by Headlands Center for the Arts)

A visitor in Marco Breuer’s studio during the Spring 2016
Open House at Headlands Center for the Arts (artwork ©
Marco Breuer; photograph by Andria Lo, provided Headlands
Center for the Arts)

In 2015, Headlands Center for the Arts announced a new residency award: the Larry Sultan Photography Award. With partners Pier 24
Photography, California College of the Arts (CCA), and San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA), Headlands created the
Larry Sultan Photography Award as an extension of the established Larry Sultan Visiting Artist Program, which brings exemplary artists
to the Bay Area to engage with the arts community through a public lecture and guest critiques with students at CCA. The new initiative
with Headlands establishes an additional layer of cross-pollination for the awardees by providing them with six-to-ten-week residencies
at Headlands, which offers private studio space and living accommodations within an interdisciplinary community of creative
practitioners. Headlands’ discipline-specific residency awards (including awards for painters, artists working in social practice, and a
drawing and painting teaching fellowship in partnership with the San Francisco Art Institute) unfurl the ways in which a residency can
be both an opportunity for internal focus on the nuances of an artist’s primary discipline and an opportunity to forge new relationships
amid a myriad of external forces: adapting to a new studio set-up; forming relationships with practitioners in other disciplines; and
presenting and discussing work at academic institutions, neighboring arts organizations, or commercial galleries.
While each of the Headlands discipline-specific residency awards is uniquely shaped to meet the particular needs of the artist and
discipline, the awards simultaneously bring recipients into a sphere of discourse that is not so neatly delineated—where boundaries
between disciplinary modes are productively diffused. The inaugural Larry Sultan Photography Award recipient, New York–based artist
Marco Breuer, whose work embodies this discipline-defying diffusion aptly: Breuer’s photographs are often created through cameraless methods, where an image is not merely recorded, but is physically created through the catalytic action of one material coming into
contact with chemically sensitive photo paper. The tools of Breuer’s photographic practice throughout his twenty-five-year career have
included twelve-gauge shotguns, electric frying pans, razor blades, power sanders, and turntables. His immense body of work shows
formal complexities and mercurial impressions that are often the result of simple, perhaps even mundane, gestures. Below, Breuer and
I discuss how his practice has mandated an openness to the unfamiliar from the outset, and the ways in which a residency’s newness of
place can be a generous offering to the creative process. Our conversation took place in Breuer’s studio at Headlands, on April 13, 2016.
–Vanessa Kauffman
Vanessa Kauffman: You live in rural upstate New York. Many of the artists-in-residence at Headlands have to acclimate to being as
removed as we are from the city (about twenty minutes from San Francisco) when they arrive; I imagine there is a reverse acclimation
for you, here where there is more urban or social stimulation than in your daily life.
Marco Breuer: I live about four hours from the city, so I’m far from the people I work with professionally. At the Headlands, I’m
only a few minutes away from them. Being here is a reversal for me—I love being so close to San Francisco. I have use of a vehicle
here, so I can just pop in and out of the city.
I was in Manhattan for thirteen years and it seemed like it had been enough time. My wife Mina and I bought some land and we got
into farming. We raise animals, and we started a small, experimental artist residency ourselves. We’ve had five or six painters and
sculptors come over the years—we give them a studio space and house them in an old school bus. It’s been interesting to see a

residency from the facilitator’s perspective. It’s small—essentially artists we know well and want to spend time with—and it’s not
intended to grow into something bigger. The idea for it came about because we have big barns and a lot of space and since we are so
remote, we thought we’d bring people to us. I go into the city when I need to—it’s close enough. I have facilities I use there:
darkrooms and print shops.
Kauffman: What projects are you working on while you’re in residence?
Breuer: I’m doing a couple of different things. To start, I’m working on my next show, which will be at Yossi Milo Gallery in the
fall. I’m experimenting with new materials, because of access to equipment here that I usually don’t have. Since I’m working with an
assistant here, which I rarely do, I’m doing some camera-based work. For now, I think the images are going to be published in a
newsprint tabloid, but it might morph into a larger book project.
I publish regular trade edition books and artist books as often as I can, but I also use the book format as a way to think through other
bodies of work. Sometimes the books are part of a show or a way to get work out into the world, but sometimes they stay in my studio
and help me to get into a project, generate ideas, or think through aspects like sequencing and juxtaposition for an exhibition.
Kauffman: Your work is full of gesture, which removes it from any specific place but also gives it intimacy. The marks in your
images could represent any moment, any place.
Breuer: The work has become gestural over time. I used to work with self-recording phenomena, photograms, and that was tied to
objects. In these current projects, the work is much more about line and color. When you’re starting out after school, you’re trying to
claim some space for yourself, and you’re trying to define who you are as an artist. If you have a contrarian personality, like I do, you
do it by deciding who you’re not. But that’s not a sustainable mode—you can’t work in opposition for thirty years. Eventually you
realize it doesn’t matter what other people do—what matters is what you do and the choices you make—and you have to own those
choices. For me, that meant moving away from more automatic or chance-driven work to making concrete decisions: to put a certain
type of line in a certain place because that’s what I want to do.
Kauffman: How do these approaches to gesture and decision-making translate in a residency? Does the residency experience amplify
the opportunity to create these edges or boundaries to how you will approach or begin something?
Breuer: One of the dangers of having a good studio set-up is that it can create ruts. You know how things work, you know your
materials, you know your tools, and it becomes tempting to stay in these ruts. A residency is an opportunity to shake it up and to
embrace the limitations. Here, I don’t have the ruler that I like to work with, and that’s annoying for two days—and then I realize that
the ruler I have here has something to it that I wouldn’t have discovered otherwise. There is an opportunity to reset, and to approach
the residency not only as your studio in a different location, but also as a different mental framework. It’s a chance to not just take the
show on the road, but to work with a new configuration.
Kauffman: Many artists-in-residence at Headlands talk about how contextually laden the space itself is and how the residues of its
various histories are still felt and influence the work. Have you felt that influence?
Breuer: I tend not to engage with things that concretely, so the fact that Headlands was once a military base doesn’t directly trickle
into my work. It’s more about being in this room, and seeing how things happen differently here. It’s the small stuff that changes: the
height of my worktable changes the pressure of the tool interacting with the paper, which produces a different line. The challenge is to
be flexible and to embrace unfamiliarity—to not see it as a limitation or as the “wrong” set-up, but instead as a different set-up. Once
you can embrace that, there’s opportunity for discoveries that you wouldn’t have made otherwise.
Kauffman: Are these things—like the inclination to simply change the height of your table—ideas that you’ve tried to bring home
into your practice after experiencing the effectiveness this flexibility brings to your work?
Breuer: I intentionally keep a makeshift setup in my studio. I do this partially because the setup changes depending on the project I’m
working on, so it needs to be flexible. I don’t have a great studio and I’ve never had a great studio. Part of me wants one, and part of
me is afraid that that would be the death of my practice. Once you have that “perfect” setup, then why keep going? However, I have
learned from being elsewhere. I’ve taken ideas home. I went to the MacDowell Colony, which has great studios, and I loved that
there’s no internet in their studios. If you need to go online there, you walk to the library. The internet is not part of the day there, and
it leads to a different degree of focus. You can learn so much from these different working situations.
Kauffman: How have the communal aspects of residencies been for you?
Breuer: Being here is an opportunity to spend time with painters, sculptors, musicians, and writers, and to ask questions about their
work and their process—having conversations in this extended timeframe. Outside a residency you might talk to a musician in a social
context, but this is different. I used to teach in the Bard MFA program, which is interdisciplinary, and that was one of the other places
where I had this experience.
I tend to hang out with the writers during residencies. If you’re going to hang out with people, you’re going to talk, and writers know
how to talk, generally. I’ve met some people here I hope to work with in the future. I’ve worked with a number of writers over the
years who I met at MacDowell. I was working on SMTWTFS (2002) at MacDowell, and I asked a number of artists to respond to my
work. I invited them to the studio and asked them to contribute something that I could print in a reader for the back of the book. Lynne
Tillman wrote one of her “Madame Realism” pieces and the musician Evan Hause wrote compositions based on the work. The idea
was to escape the standard art historian’s catalogue essay—this voice of authority that gets to say what the work is about. I wanted to
emphasize the idea that any response is a subjective response, and that there doesn’t need to be a hierarchy—a musician’s response is
equally valid to a writer’s or poet’s.

Kauffman: How do you balance the different aspects of having your own practice, working closely with a gallery, teaching, and
participating in residencies?
Breuer: I don’t teach anymore. At some point I wasn’t into it anymore, and it is a difficult job if you don’t love it. I see a lot of my
friends, artists who teach, tied up in administrative work, so I’m happy to not have to do that. Living remotely in the country and
working by myself, means that a residency is the place for me to have extended conversations with people in other fields. These
conversations don’t happen within the gallery framework, when everyone is focused on specific goals. A residency becomes the place
where I can have conversations that go deeper.
When I lived in Manhattan, residencies were also a way to get out of the city. Those needs have obviously gone now that I live where
I do, so it’s more about the opportunity to work with other artists, or in the case of Headlands, an opportunity to work with people in
San Francisco—to meet with artists, book designers, and gallerists. I connect with someone here almost daily, and that would be
difficult to do from my home.
Kauffman: Do you enter into residencies with a certain expectation of what would make for a productive time?
Breuer: When I was at MacDowell Colony the first time, I went with a deadline and a concrete project that I needed to finish. I ran
into technical problems, and it didn’t work out, which was frustrating. When I returned for another residency, I set up differently. I
brought materials and tools but not a concrete project, and decided to see what would happen. It was actually a good, productive stay.
That’s the challenge: to be open, but to prepare and have materials ready. With this residency, it’s a combination. There is work I
should finish here, and I am also playing around generating many dead ends. I do always try to bring things to some level of
completion, even if it’s just a box of tests. Work can look different ten years later, or reveal a related process, which becomes the
answer to other questions. You can’t always tell when you’re knee-deep in it, so I try to have documentation that I can return to and
connect with something in the future.
Kauffman: You’ve talked a lot about collaborations with writers. Is language an important aspect of your work, or an entry point into
it, for you?
Breuer: As an artist, you write about your work on a regular basis, and you work on press releases and other texts, so language is a
necessary crutch. But it’s certainly not how I get into the work. I do have a complicated relationship with language because English is
not my first language. Halfway through my life I switched from German to English, which has changed things. There are different
cultural concepts that can be expressed in certain languages, and you quickly become aware of them when you start speaking another
language. At this point, I can barely talk about my work in German anymore because I don’t have the conceptual vocabulary—I
developed it in English. I speak German, just not that particular slice of it.
Kauffman: The experience of the work can too easily become about the words and the description of it. Your work has a visual
vernacular, but that vernacular is elusive in a delightful way—you see the impulses of a language, but there is not a particular
semiotics.
Breuer: Every time you do attach words to artwork, you limit it. Obviously when visual work is written about, everyone’s looking for
a hook—one sentence that describes what the work is about. I’ve always thought that’s a problem. If you can describe someone’s
work in one sentence, there’s not enough happening. I try to point this out when I talk about the work. I make it clear that the verbal
discussion is a secondary stage, and what we should be doing is looking at the work. When reproductions are involved—whether they
are projections, slides, or reproductions in a book—there is loss in that translation too. I try to play this up, rather than pretend it’s not
there. The ideal scenario is somebody encountering your work without preconceived notions in the original piece, seeing all the
surface violations and the actual marks on the paper. The reality is that much of the work is consumed online, encountered either in
some dematerialized form, or described in words, and none of these ways are ideal.
I gave a lecture at California College of the Arts on April 21, 2016, and the question of language is a big question I consider every
time I speak. My work is not based in language, but I prepare to talk about my work for an hour. Lectures are also an opportunity to
think about different aspects of your. I built this lecture in five different loops. The reason that I chose the loop is that I don’t believe
in linear progression—I always return to things I’ve done before, or some variation of them. There’s a circular element in the forward
motion of everything.
Vanessa Kauffman is a writer based in Oakland, California. She has an MA in visual and critical studies, and a BFA in printmaking. Her writing—which
focuses on contemporary art, poetics, textiles, and print culture—has appeared in Art Practical, Sightlines Journal, andreview, and Eleven Eleven. She is the
communications and outreach manager at Headlands Center for the Arts, a multidisciplinary, international residency center in the Marin Headlands.
Marco Breuer has had solo museum exhibitions at the de Young Museum, San Francisco; the Minneapolis Institute of Arts; and the MIT List Visual Art
Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts. His work has been included in group exhibitions at the Morgan Library and Museum, New York;, International Center
of Photography, New York; the Drawing Center, New York; and White Columns, New York; Amon Carter Museum, Fort Worth, Texas; and High Museum
of Art, Atlanta, Georgia. His work is in numerous public collections, including the Museum of Modern Art, New York; the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C.; J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles; San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art; and Staatsgalerie , Stuttgart, Germany. Breuer is the recipient of the inaugural Larry Sultan Photography Award (2015) and a Guggenheim Fellowship
(2006). Monographs of Marco Breuer’s work include Col•or (London: Black Dog, 2015), Early Recordings (New York: Aperture, 2007), and SMTWTFS (New
Yokr: Roth Horowitz, 2002). Breuer has taught photography at New York’s School of Visual Arts, and in the MFA program at Bard College. A traveling
retrospective of Breuer’s work will open at the Milwaukee Art Museum in 2018.
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MARCO BREUER
Although Breuer works with a certain amount
of darkroom chemistry, he doesn't use cameras
or take pictures in any conventional sense.
Instead, he folds, burns, scratches, and mistreats
photographic paper both exposed and
unexposed=often wearing through it in spots.
The results are agitated abstractions, some of
which look like a computer screen gone haywire.
Others, including several sensational blue pieces
made in a larger scale than Breuer's usual work,
resemble Gerhard Richter's scraped canvases
or a painted board after a frenzied knife attack.
If there were an Olympic event in extreme
photography, Breuer would take home the gold.
Through June 23. (Von Lintel, 520 W. 23rd
St. 212-242-0599.)
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Marco Breuer is best known for the photographs that he makes without using a camera. (He does other sorts of photography, but
this body of work is largely what we know about his endeavors). Rather than pointing at a moment that is gone, and wresting
fixity from flux, as photographs are said to do, Breuer acknowledges the triumph of instability, with its attendant manifestations
of destruction and demise.
By subjecting the photograph’s material nature to a variety of physical interventions (heat, folding, scratching), Breuer subverts
the timelessness we associate with the photographic image, while conveying time’s ravaging effects on the photograph itself.
Nothing escapes infinity’s embrace. (The other photographer who recognizes this incontrovertible fact is Miroslav Tischy, who, in
nearly every other way, resides on the opposite end of the spectrum from Breuer.)
***
For Breuer, sublime beauty and stark terror are inseparable. This is what the poet Rainer Maria Rilke famously wrote in the first
“Duino Elegy:” “….For beauty is nothing but the beginning of terror, that we are still able to bear, and we revere it so, because it
calmly disdains to destroy us.”
The universe’s disdain for life is the lucid mirror Breuer looks into — as well as holds up to us. His scarred sheets of luminous
paper exist on the brink between here (the present) and there (the future, which is all-consuming infinity). The idea that one can
make something eternal may be a necessary fiction, but Breuer recognizes it as necessary nonetheless. His consciousness of
time’s dominion is what distinguishes his photographs from the work of photographers who don’t use a camera (Adam Fuss).
For all of their affinities, there is a distinction that I would like to make between Breuer and Rilke. Rilke’s “Duino Elegies” brim
with longing. The poet has shaped a deep, inchoate cry into a most beautiful and poignant music. Breuer’s photographs are
irreparably scarred. They are intimations of mortality, the beginnings of time’s answer to Rilke’s question: “Who, if I cried out,
would hear me among the Angelic/Orders?” The feelings of anonymity that Breuer’s work embraces — the folds he makes in his
photographs could be done by anyone — subverts the lyric “I” animating Rilke’s poems. Breuer questions the “I,” rather than
denying it, as so many theorists, who believe in historical time rather than real time, do.
***
Marco Breuer was born in Landshut, Germany in 1966 (a decade after Andreas Gursky, who was born in Leipzig in 1955). He first
came to New York in 1990 and, like many others before him, used the city’s diverse resources to educate himself: he learned
papermaking, bookbinding and printmaking at different places, as well as spent a lot of time in the Museum of Modern Art’s print
study room. After traveling back and forth between New York and Germany, he moved here in 1993.

In his insightful and informative essay, “The Material in Question” in Early Recordings (Aperture, 2007), Mark Alice Durant writes
about Gursky, Thomas Ruff and Thomas Struth — all of whom were students of Hilla and Bern Becher at the Kunstakademie
Dusseldorf — as becoming “the near-exclusive representatives of German photographic practice. And theirs was a style to which
Breuer’s modest, economical, and more personal works were almost diametrically opposed.”
By advancing that there is only one correct position occupied by those working in a certain medium, the marketplace and other
institutions knowingly help suppress, overlook and ignore the heated dialogue unfolding among various artists. The effect is
deleterious to the situation, if only because it encourages viewers to develop habits of seeing and thinking that sidestep the
questions artists fold into their work.
***
Breuer defines a different philosophical position from photographers who use a camera. Rather than capturing an image with a
camera or downloading it from a computer, he is, as he told Tiffany Jow in an interview: “… attempt[ing] to strip down the
photographic process, to remove the distractions of equipment, and to force imagery out of photographic paper itself. I am
interested in the intersection of photography and drawing: the negotiation of the illusionistic space of photography versus the
concrete space of the physical mark.”
While Breuer modestly claims to be “interested in the intersection of drawing and photography,” I would advance that he helped
define and shape its intersection with his hybrid, uncategorizable works — that he is an innovative photographer.
If we heed Durant’s description that, in his work, Breuer is “diametrically opposed” to Gursky and his peers, I think it would be
useful to put their work in dialogue, rather than sequestering them in different ghettoes. As with its real-life counterpart,
contemporary society, I believe a healthier and livelier conversation would ensue.
***
In Condition, his current exhibition at Von Lintel Gallery, Breuer is showing sixteen works. All of them were made of chromogenic
sheets, the chemically-layered paper used to make color photographs or C-prints, which Breuer subjected to a range of
conditions: exposure; folding; heat; scratching; abrasion. In earlier bodies of work, he chewed and sanded the paper. He once fired
a shotgun into a box of paper, curious to see what would happen. He is a rigorous and relentless experimenter.
The works in the show are divided into two color groups: largely black and luminous turquoise blue. I think of them as the
photographer’s equivalents of labor and leisure.
The photographs are vertical rectangles of varying sizes, with none bigger than 32 x 25 inches. In the ones where black is the
predominant color, Breuer often repeatedly folded the paper according to a simple mathematical progression (always in half, for
example). Opened back up and smoothed out, the paper would be a grid made of deep creases. Exposing the black paper to light
as well as heating its surface caused other changes and colors to emerge. Rather than preserving a moment in a photograph and
making it seem timeless, the grid structure, the abrasions and gouged surfaces, underscores that the photograph has endured
time. The grid also evokes labor, the same thing done over and over.
These effects further the anonymity implied in the authorship of these photographs. The various processes and changes that
Breuer initiates don’t convey touch or any of the states we associate with drawing. And yet, the marks certainly don’t feel
arbitrary or accidental. I feel as if I am looking at — scrutinizing, really — detritus, which evokes all the photographs that have
been taken and are now lost or destroyed. Or perhaps I am examining the residue of an unnamed catastrophe. These are some of
associations that come to mind while looking at Breuer’s work, inflecting my experience of them.
In the photographs where Breuer achieves a luminous turquoise blue, I don’t think I am alone in recalling the blue you see in
commercial photographs of a tropical ocean on a calm day. The color evokes leisure; it is a widely recognized sign for an
elemental paradise resort, a Club Med without bothersome people to interfere with your hedonistic pleasure.
Still, even Breuer’s blue photographs are irrevocably scarred, their luminous surfaces full of abrasions and gouges. Are we
looking at the aftermath, or a momentary cessation of an ongoing process? The destruction might have been halted, but their
looming presence is never denied.
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Marco Breuer:
Untitled (C-1485),
2014, burned,
scraped and folded
chromogenic paper,
19⅞ by 16¾ inches;
at Yossi Milo.

MARCO BREUER
Yossi Milo

Eschewing digital technologies as well as conventional photographic
genres, Marco Breuer manipulates near-obsolete chemical developing
and printing processes to create striking abstract compositions. “ZeroBase,” a recent exhibition of more than 30 works—all made between
2013 and ’14—featured a range of small, camera-less images that have
been intensified in the artist’s studio to varying degrees through expressive, laborious manual interventions over days at a time.
Born in Landshut, Germany, in 1966, Breuer studied in the
late ’80s and early ’90s at the Lette-Verein Akademie in Berlin
and the Hochschule Darmstadt, where he found the institutions’
formalist tenets and approaches to photography stifling. Since
then, the artist’s methodology has evolved over the course of a
career in which he has experimented with photograms, pinhole
imagery and, most recently, silver gelatin and chromogenic paper
in pre- and post-development phases.
Initially, Breuer exposes light-sensitive paper to a partial
or full spectrum of color—the latter turning the sheet entirely
black—and then begins stripping down the individual layers of
cyan, magenta and yellow emulsion, sometimes to a bare state.
He scrapes, slices, perforates, shaves and burns with a variety
of tools, including sandpaper, embossing machines, Brillo pads,
matches, torches, shotguns, razor blades and even his own teeth.
The resulting compositions frequently allude to Color Field or
Abstract Expressionist painting, either in their spare geometric
configurations or gestural qualities. In Untitled (C-1547), for

instance, the upper portion of a two-tone rectangular field is
a brilliant lacquer red and the lower a uniform lustrous white.
In a similar vein, Untitled (C-1581) features a white field
divided vertically by a dark fold with scorched edges, singularly calling to mind Barnett Newman’s zips. In contrast to
these examples are the overall scarred and pocked surfaces of
works such as Untitled (C-1310), in which variegated luminous
orange-yellows bleed through undulating abrasions, evoking
Gerhard Richter’s colorful squeegee abstractions. In many of
these pieces, a single sheet of chromogenic paper has been
methodically folded over and over, and then unfolded so that
the creases effect a gridded format. The rippling, brown-ocher
seams in Untitled (C-1494) encase mesmerizing networks
of tight, agitated lines and scratches along with blizzards of
dots. These intersect with pale gouged areas in each of the
grid’s cells. Streaks of umber-red, brown and orange-citrine,
simultaneously suggesting ebbing sunlight and the textures and
glint of silk threads woven into cloth, are also revealed in these
shredded areas.
Rather than exploit photography’s ability to capture a moment
or a place, Breuer, through his enduring allegiance to his materials,
creates beautiful images that record irreproducible traces of physical
presence and impulse.
—Sarah S. King

